Modular Edge Solutions

Configuration Options
- 1-2-3-4 rack reach-in enclosures
- 4-8-12 rack walk-in enclosures
- Custom larger configurations
- Rack density options
- Power redundancy options
- EMI/HEMP options

Equipment Options
- IT Servers
- Telecom gear
- Power/UPS
- Cooling
- Switchgear
- Batteries

Deployment Advantages
- Rapid deployment capability
- Factory build parallel to site work
- Reduced on-site assembly time
- Minimal interruption of service
- Built to meet local code requirements
- Factory testing and commissioning

4 Rack Sample Edge MDC Enclosure:
**Economic Advantages**
- Efficient deployment of CAPEX
- Scalable Infrastructure design
- Reduced local code restrictions
- Tax classification advantages
- Accelerated depreciation
- Ability to re-purpose

**Market Drivers**
- Content Delivery
- Disaster Recovery
- Edge Caching
- Smart Grid
- Wireless Backhaul
- Fiber Light Regen

**Target Markets**
- Multiple System Operators (MSO’s)
- Wireless Carriers
- Fiber Networks
- Power Utilities
- Transportation
- Government/Military
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**8 Rack Sample Edge MDC Enclosure:**

![Diagram of 8 rack sample edge MDC enclosure]
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**Service Provider Benefits**
- Brand neutral equipment sourcing
- Plug & play deployment
- Designed for rigging simplicity
- Single truck transport
- Outside plant compliant
- Craft separation
- Multiple mounting options
- Seismic-wind-ballistic rated
- Architectural exterior facade options
- Portability to relocate and re-purpose
- Predictive maintenance programs
- Depreciable as equipment